
Review for 2Review for 2ndnd MidtermMidterm



MidtermMidterm--2 2 

!! Wednesday October 29 at 6pmWednesday October 29 at 6pm
�� Section 1 Section 1 �� N100 BCC (Business College)N100 BCC (Business College)
�� Section 2 Section 2 �� 158 NR (Natural Resources) 158 NR (Natural Resources) 

�� Allowed one sheet of notes (both sides)   Allowed one sheet of notes (both sides)   
and calculatorand calculator

�� Covers Chapters 27Covers Chapters 27--31 and           31 and           
homework sets #5homework sets #5--88

�� Send an email to your professor if you have Send an email to your professor if you have 
a class conflict and need a makea class conflict and need a make--up exam  up exam  

�� Review in class on Tuesday, October 28thReview in class on Tuesday, October 28th



Current and Resistance Current and Resistance 

!! CurrentCurrent

!! Current densityCurrent density

!! If If JJ is uniform and parallel to is uniform and parallel to dAdA

dt
dqi =

∫ •= AdJi
rr

JAi =



Current and Resistance  Current and Resistance  

�� Ohm�s lawOhm�s law

�� Power lost to heat energy in a  Power lost to heat energy in a  
resistorresistor
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!! Graphical Graphical 
representationrepresentation

0=−− iRirE

Loop RuleLoop Rule
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!! Substituting for Substituting for i i givesgives

rR
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=− E

iRVV ab =−

CircuitsCircuits



CircuitsCircuits

!! Resistors in seriesResistors in series
!! Resistors have identical Resistors have identical 

currents, currents, ii
!! Sum of Sum of VV s across s across 

resistors = applied resistors = applied V = V = E.E.
!! RReqeq is sum of all resistorsis sum of all resistors
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Circuits Circuits 

!! Resistors in parallelResistors in parallel
!! Resistors have identical Resistors have identical 

V V = E= E
!! ii11=V/R=V/R1   1   etcetc
!! RReqeq given bygiven by
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Junction RuleJunction Rule

!! Arbitrarily label currents, Arbitrarily label currents, 
using different subscript using different subscript 
for each branchfor each branch

!! Using conservation of Using conservation of 
charge at each junctioncharge at each junction

!! At point d At point d 

!! At point bAt point b
231 iii =+

231 iii =+

!! At point aAt point a

!! At point cAt point c

11 ii =

22 ii =

outin ii =



CircuitsCircuits

� What is i 1 ?

� R1=R2=R3=R4=2 ohm

� E=5 V



CircuitsCircuits

0412211 =−−− RiRiRiE
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� What is i 2 ?

� Three unknowns so we 
need three equations

321 iii +=



Motion in a B FieldMotion in a B Field

!! Force on a charged particle due to Force on a charged particle due to 
a magnetic field is a magnetic field is 

!! FFBB does not change the speed does not change the speed 
(magnitude of (magnitude of v v ) or kinetic energy ) or kinetic energy 
of particle of particle 

!! Charged particles moving with Charged particles moving with vv ⊥⊥⊥⊥⊥⊥⊥⊥
to a to a BB field move in a field move in a circular pathcircular path
with radius, with radius, r r 

!! Force on a current carrying wire Force on a current carrying wire 
due to a magnetic field isdue to a magnetic field is

BvqFB
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Motion in a B FieldMotion in a B Field

�� RightRight--hand rulehand rule �� For For 
positive charges positive charges -- when when 
the fingers sweepthe fingers sweep vv into into 
B  B  through the smaller through the smaller 
angle angle φφ the thumb will the thumb will 
be pointing in the be pointing in the 
direction of direction of FFBB

!! For negative charges For negative charges FFBB
points in opposite points in opposite 
directiondirection



Motion in a B FieldMotion in a B Field

!! Circular motionCircular motion

!! Period (time for one Period (time for one 
revolution)revolution)

!! Frequency (the number of Frequency (the number of 
revolutions per unit time)revolutions per unit time)

!! Angular frequency:Angular frequency:
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B Fields from CurrentsB Fields from Currents

3
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4 r
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!! BiotBiot--SavartSavart lawlaw



!! B B field a distance field a distance RR from a long from a long 
straight wire carrying current straight wire carrying current ii

!! BB field is tangent to magnetic field field is tangent to magnetic field 
lineslines
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B Fields from CurrentsB Fields from Currents



!! rightright--hand rulehand rule

!! Point thumb in direction    Point thumb in direction    
of current flowof current flow

!! Fingers will curl in the Fingers will curl in the 
direction of the magnetic direction of the magnetic 
field lines due to currentfield lines due to current

B Fields from CurrentsB Fields from Currents



!! BB field at the center of field at the center of 
an arc is an arc is 

!! ExpressExpress φφφφφφφφ in radiansin radians

!! For a complete loop     For a complete loop     
((φφφφφφφφ = 2= 2ππ)  then )  then BB isis
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B Fields from CurrentsB Fields from Currents



B Fields from CurrentsB Fields from Currents
!! Force on a wire carrying current, Force on a wire carrying current, ii11, due to , due to BB of of 

another parallel wire with current another parallel wire with current ii22

!! Force is attractive if current in both wires are in the Force is attractive if current in both wires are in the 
same directionssame directions

!! Force is repulsive if current in both wires are in the Force is repulsive if current in both wires are in the 
opposite directionsopposite directions
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B Fields from CurrentsB Fields from Currents
!! For symmetric distributions For symmetric distributions 

of charge use of charge use Ampere�s lawAmpere�s law
to calculate to calculate B B field field 

encisdB 0µ=•∫
rr

!! Integral around Integral around 
closed loop called closed loop called 
Amperian loopAmperian loop



!! Use the Use the rightright--hand rulehand rule to to 
determine the signs for the determine the signs for the 
currents encircled by the currents encircled by the 
Amperian loopAmperian loop

!! Curl right hand around Curl right hand around 
Amperian loop with fingers Amperian loop with fingers 
pointing in direction of pointing in direction of 
integrationintegration

!! Current going through loop in Current going through loop in 
the same direction as thumb is the same direction as thumb is 
positive.positive.

!! Current going in the opposite Current going in the opposite 
direction is negative.direction is negative.

B Fields from CurrentsB Fields from Currents



!! For ideal solenoid:For ideal solenoid:

!! n is # turns/lengthn is # turns/length
!! For For toroidtoroid

inB 0µ=

B Fields from CurrentsB Fields from Currents
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Currents from B FieldsCurrents from B Fields

!! Magnetic fluxMagnetic flux

!! Faraday�s law (N loops)Faraday�s law (N loops)

!! Lenz�s law Lenz�s law �� induced emf induced emf 
gives rise to a current gives rise to a current 
whose whose BB field opposes field opposes 
the change in flux that the change in flux that 
produced itproduced it

∫ •=Φ AdBB

rr

dt
dN BΦ−=E



�� We can change the magnetic flux We can change the magnetic flux 
through a loop (or coil) by:through a loop (or coil) by:

!! Changing magnitude of Changing magnitude of BB field field 
within coilwithin coil

!! Changing area of coil, or Changing area of coil, or 
portion of area within portion of area within BB fieldfield

!! Changing angle between Changing angle between BB
field and area of coil (e.g. field and area of coil (e.g. 
rotating coil) rotating coil) 

dt
dN BΦ−=E

θcosBAAdBB =•=Φ ∫
rr

dt
dBNA θcos−=E

dt
dANB θcos−=E

dt
dNBA )(cosθ−=E

Faraday�s lawFaraday�s law



!! Generator with N turns of Generator with N turns of 
area A and rotating with area A and rotating with 
constant angular velocity, constant angular velocity, 
ωω

!! Magnetic flux is Magnetic flux is 

!! Emf isEmf is

tBAB ωcos=Φ

GeneratorsGenerators

tNBA ωωsin=E t


